
In 2019, researchers from Rutgers University and the University of Delaware teamed up and traveled to
Palmer Research Station in Antarctica to gather data on the unique organisms of the Southern Ocean.

The Rutgers Department of Marine and Coastal Sciences then hosted a four day workshop in which 
students explored the researchers' findings with marine scientists.

The data and the workshop activities have now been reconstructed in
this slide deck for use by students, educators, scientists and anyone
else who wants to dive into exploring unique environments through data.

Data  Carefully analyze the information presented in each
activity. Then, form complete responses to the
questions in the Data CheckPoints.
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Activity 1
Did you know that Antarctica has seasons? It's true! In the winter, the Southern Ocean surrounding the continent
is covered by ice and snow, which creatures such as penguins and seals live on. During the summer, however, the
ice retreats, and ships can make their way through narrow passageways from the tip of South America to the
Western Antarctic Peninsula. Antarctica is dotted with research bases operated by scientists from all over the
world, such as Palmer Research Base. This is where our data adventure begins, as our scientists track marine life
in the surrounding seas.

Above  is a map of the Western Antarctic Peninsula, our base of operations. Below  is a canyon near Palmer
Station called Palmer Deep, which is where our scientists collected their samples. The scientists used data
stations, numbered 1-5 on the map of Palmer Deep, to collect the data. Station 1 was closest to land, while
station 5 was closest to the deepest part of the canyon. The scientists will measure variables such as chlorophyl
and temperature to make inferences about the conditions of the biological life in the canyon water. The smallest
of these organisms, called phytoplankton, feed themselves through photosynthesis and prefer warm water.

To the left is temperature data collected from the canyon. To the right is chlorophyll levels. Now find:
-The temperature on the water's surface
-The temperature at 15m, measured at Station 3
-The temperature at 150m, measured at Station 5.

If phytoplankton are found in warm water with high concentrations of chlorophyll, what would be:
-The concentration of phytoplankton at 15m?
-The concentration of phytoplankton at 150m?

Now explain any similarities or differences you notice in the concentration of phytoplankton at different
levels. Why do you think those similarities or differences exist at different levels of the canyon?
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Activity 2
This next activity uses the incredible science of radio waves to take critical measurements of ocean
tides and currents. Ocean currents form fronts and eddies, like lines of storms on a weather report.
These changes have a dramatic affect on the Antarctic food web that we can measure with data.

CODAR towers, like the one pictured to the left, are used by
scientists to measure the currents as they shift the surface of the
ocean. A CODAR, or coastal RADAR, bounces radio signals off the
surface of the water and then listens for a response. These
responses from multiple sites are woven together into a coherent
map of the currents and tides.

Which CODAR site has the fastest currents?

The map below shows the locations of the different CODAR
sites placed around Palmer Deep and the different current
velocities they measured. The CODAR sites are marked with red
dots. Use this information to complete the Data CheckPoint.
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Which CODAR site has the slowest currents?

Are the currents moving away from or toward Palmer Research Station?

Find the velocity of the currents at these coordinates:
1. 65°5'S  by  64°30'W
2. 64°55'S by  64°15'W
3. 64°45'S by  63°45'W
4. 64°45'S by  64°15'W

If penguins like to eat krill, and krill move with the ocean currents, what longitudes and latitudes would
the penguins likely use as their hunting ground?

Activity 3

Life in Antarctica and the surrounding seas is
dependent on the  colonies of phytoplankton that
turn sunlight to chemical energy. Certain
measurements, such as salinity and temperature,
help scientists track colonies of phytoplankton  as
they are moved by currents and eddies. Scientists
use robots like the one pictured to the right to track
this ever-changing relationship. The robots receive
commands from the scientists via satellite phone,
and the scientists wait on rafts to collect the data as
the robots breach the surface.

Palmer Canyon Deep Dive

Use the data provided
to the left to complete
the data checkpoint
below. Answer
in complete
sentences and back
up your conclusions
with evidence.

In the last activity, we used CODAR
stations to track the velocity of the
ocean currents on the surface
Palmer Deep. The tides and ocean
currents are affected by a variety of
natural factors, including the
salinity in the water, the wind
speeds of the land and sea, and the
gravitational field and rotary force
of the planet. Other measurements
such as temperature and
chlorophyll, can  indicate the
presence of biological life. By taking
different measurements of different
variables, scientists have multiple
checks and balances to ensure their
ever-evolving conclusions about the
organisms they are studying can be
proven with past, current, and
future data.
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Where are the largest differences in salinity and temperature: the
surface (0m), the 100m-400m range, or below 400m?

Where did the highest concentration of chlorophyll appear? On
what days were these masurements taken?

What were the temperature and salinity readings of
the areas with high chlorophyll?

Since strong wind can make the water on the surface of
the ocean more uniform, when was the wind strong
enough to mix the water at 200m with the surface?

Activity 4

Instead uf using salinity, temperature, or
the currents to find krill, we will be using
sound. Similar to the CODAR system,
scientists use a device called an
echosounder. The echosounder listens
for a special frequency from the research
vessel, and release a "float." The float is
part of the mooring, a system of ropes,
weights, and electronics that allow
scientists to collect data underwater. The
mooring system is pictured to the left. 

In this activity, we will be tracking tiny, shrimp-like creatures
called krill. Krill are an intermediate player in the Antarctic
food chain, as they eat phytoplankton and are eaten by
penguins. Therefore, krill serve as an useful way to measure
the health on an aquatic ecosystem in Antarctica.

The krill are abut 1-5 cm long. The
echosounder emits a special sound that
bounces off of the krills' shells. This data
allows scientists to calculate how far
away krill are from the mooring.

The data below shows the echo
responses measured by the mooring.
Use this information to complete the
Data Checkpoint below.
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In the first plot (1/7-2/3), which dates do you see the highest acoustic returns
at the surface?

The second plot focuses on 10 hours of data collected from 1/8-1/9. Based on
data from the first two plots, at what frequency do krill return to the surface?
Hourly? Weekly? Monthly?

The third plot highlights data from the last day of deployment. There are
smaller zooplankton communities that move from the surface to the bottom of
the canyon, then back to the surface at the end of the day. This daily migration
is known as vertical migration. What hours of the day are the zooplankton
closer to the surface? To the bottom?

How many meters do the krill travel from the surface to the bottom? How long
does it take them to complete this migration?

Activity 5
Penguins are some of the most well-known residents of Antarctica. While they may look
cuddly, they are predators that use their sharp beaks and munch on krill and small fish,
while fiercly protecting their nests from predatory birds, seals, and whales.

Scientists track penguins by carefully attaching
small GPS devices around their feet and on their
backs. When the penguins return to their nests from
their feeding waters, scientists can use this data to
track the small sea creatures that the penguins eat.

The map below tracks the  movements of two
different penguin species. Use this information
to complete the Data CheckPoint below.
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Places where large groups of penguins live are called colonies.
Using the data above, list the longitude and latitude of Adelle
penguin colonies.

List the locations of the Gentoo colonies.

Which penguin species hunts father away from its colony?

Why do you think penguins move away from and toward their
colony? Why don't they just stay in the water, where their food is?

Do you think the penguins share a foraging area? Expain why using
the data as your evidence. 

More content like this can be found at 4hset.rutgers.edu/online-learning

Thanks for exploring with us!


